


Another breath of fresh air from Theodore Alexander, 

the Breeze Collection is an exciting interpretation of 

 organic modern. The pieces in this new collection are 

elegant, with faceted angles, beveled profiles, 

sunburst veneers and unique Dark Sterling hardware. 

 Each piece uses handcrafted wire-brushed pine in a  

light and subdued Sea Salt finish. 

The Breeze Collection brings a comfortable, tranquil 

 vibe to your consumer’s home. Whether you decide to  

use one piece to make a statement or multiple pieces  

for an entire room, the result will be effortlessly 

sophisticated and naturally beautiful.
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BREEZE UPHOLSTERED BED
TA83010.1CFZ

Theodore Alexander’s handmade Breeze Upholstered 
Bed does not disappoint. Crafted from with 

channeled upholstery, this bed exudes tranquility and 
helps you create the perfect space to relax.

793/4 x 853/4 x 66 in   |   202.6 x 217.8 x 167.5 cm

Upholstered in UP6137 Fabric 
Trim: None
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BREEZE PANEL BED
TA83009

Featured in Theodore Alexander’s new Sea Salt finish, the 
Breeze Collection’s Wooden Panel Bed incorporates a 

beautiful beveled headboard along with faceted feet and 
frame crafted from wire-brushed cerused pine.

811/2 x 881/2 x 60 in | 207.20 x 224.90 x 152.40 cm
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BREEZE THREE DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
TA60036

Seen in our new Sea Salt finish, the Breeze Three Drawer Nightstand is 
constructed using quartered pine accented with uniquely cast ribbed bar 
hardware in the Dark Sterling finish. Resting on tapered shaped feet with 
three soft closing drawers.

32 x 18 x 281/4 in | 81.30 x 45.70 x 71.70 cm

BREEZE ONE DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
TA50083

Composed of wire-brushed cerused pine with the functionality to 
store and display your favorite decor, this nightstand is the perfect 
accent piece for any bedroom. Finished with a singular organic 
ribbed metal bar pull on the front in our new Dark Sterling finish.

22 x 18 x 281/4 in | 55.90 x 45.70 x 71.70 cm
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BREEZE THREE DRAWER CHEST
TA60039

The Breeze Chest of Drawers in our Sea Salt Finish is designed from 
solid pine with organic ribbed metal bar hardware seen here in our Dark 
Sterling finish. With three large soft close drawers providing additional 
storage space, this chest will complete your perfectly designed bedroom.

48 x 19 x 341/4 in | 122.00 x 48.30 x 87.00 cm

BREEZE DRESSER
TA60038

Designed to offer even more bedroom storage, the Breeze 
Dresser is crafted from quartered pine and accented by uniquely 
cast ribbed bar hardware in Dark Sterling finish. Seen here with 
eight soft close drawers atop tapered feet.

70 x 19 x 38 in | 177.80 x 48.30 x 96.50 cm
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BREEZE TALL CHEST
TA60037

A modern take on a classic silhouette, the Breeze Tall Chest 
seen in here our Sea Salt finish is accented with ribbed cast bar 
hardware in Dark Sterling finish and six soft closing drawers. 
Standing elegantly on tapered feet.

44 x 19 x 56 in | 111.80 x 48.30 x 142.20 cm
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BREEZE SLATTED DINING TABLE
TA54021

Functional and visually appealing, the Breeze Slatted Dining Table is 
the perfect dining table for your party of four. This uniquely designed 
table reflects a sunburst patterned top with a shaped slatted base.

64 x 64 x 30 in | 162.60 x 162.60 x 76.20 cm

BREEZE SLATTED EXTENDING DINING TABLE
TA54025

The Breeze Slatted Extending Dining Table is not only visually appealing, 
but incredibly functional. This uniquely designed table reflects a sunburst 
patterned top with 18” extending leaf and expertly shaped slatted base. 

Open: 76 x 60 x 30 in   |   193 x 152.4 x 76.2 cm 
Closed: 60 x 60 x 30 in   |   152.4  x 152.4 x 76.2 cm 



Detail of TA54021
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BREEZE UPHOLSTERED ARM CHAIR
TA41014.1CFY

Seen in our Sea Salt finish, the Breeze 
Upholstered Arm Chair displays an incredibly 
comfortable upholstered seat with a fully 
upholstered back and arms. 

231/2 x 25 x 38 in   |   59.7 x 63. x 96.5 cm

Upholstered in UP6137 Fabric 
Trim: Welting

BREEZE UPHOLSTERED SIDE CHAIR
TA40014.1CFY

Seen in our Sea Salt finish, the Breeze 
Upholstered Armchair displays an incredibly 
comfortable upholstered seat with a fully 
upholstered back.

20 x 241/2 x 38 in   |   50.8 x 62.4 x 96.5 cm

Upholstered in UP6137 Fabric 
Trim: Welting
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BREEZE PEDESTAL DINING TABLE
TA54020

A rectangular dining table crafted with wire-brushed cerused pine in our Sea Salt finish. This is the 
perfect dining space to seat eight guests and will extend for a group of ten. Seen here with a solid 
hourglass pine double pedestal base with a vibrant sunburst veneer pattern on top.

Open: 118 x 44 x 30 in   |   299.7 x 111.8 x 76.2 cm 
Closed: 82 x 44 x 30 in   |   208.3 x 111.8 x 76.2 cm

BREEZE ARM CHAIR
TA41015.1CFZ

Take a seat in our Breeze Arm Chair 
providing both functionality and comfort. 
Designed with a beveled back, incredibly 
comfortable seat, and uniquely shaped 
arms crafted from wire-brushed cerused 
pine in our Sea Salt finish. 

243/4 x 243/4 x 38 in   |   63 x 63 x 96.5 cm

Upholstered in UP6137 Fabric 
Trim: None

BREEZE SIDE CHAIR
TA40015.1CFZ

Take a seat in our Breeze Side Chair 
providing both functionality and comfort. 
Designed with a beveled back, incredibly 
comfortable seat crafted from wire-brushed 
cerused pine in our Sea Salt finish. 

201/2 x 241/4 x 38 in   |   52 x 61.5 x 96.5 cm

Upholstered in UP6137 Fabric 
Trim: None
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BREEZE MIRROR
TA31007

Inspired by an organically modern design, the 
Breeze Mirror is crafted from wire-brushed 
cerused pine wood in our new Sea Salt finish 
and offers a fresh take on a classic silhouette.

44 x 11/2 x 44 in | 111.80 x 3.60 x 111.80 cm

BREEZE CREDENZA
TA61054

This finely crafted credenza built using wire-brushed cerused pine 
is seen here with a 45º beveled profile and accented by interlocking 
chain link hardware in our new Dark Sterling finish.

66 x 19 x 34 in | 167.60 x 48.30 x 86.40 cm
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BREEZE ONE DRAWER SIDE TABLE
TA50080

Seen here with a chalky white limestone top and 
base crafted from wire-brushed cerused pine in our 
new Sea Salt finish. This side table contains drawer, 
a lower storage shelf, and an organic ribbed metal 
knob seen in our Dark Sterling finish. Standing 
effortlessly on tapered block legs.

22 x 26 x 24 in | 55.90 x 66.00 x 61.00 cm

BREEZE TWO DRAWER COCKTAIL TABLE
TA51056

The Breeze Two Drawer Cocktail Table displays originality in 
design. Seen with a chalky white cast limestone top and two 
organic ribbed metal knobs in our new Dark Sterling finish.

58 x 26 x 18 in | 147.30 x 66.00 x 45.70 cm
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BREEZE CONSOLE
TA53039

Effortlessly designed with a white limestone top, the Breeze Console crafted from wire-brushed 
cerused pine in our Sea Salt finish includes two drawers accented with four organic ribbed metal 
knobs in our Dark Sterling finish and a lower display shelf.

84 x 12 x 34 in | 213.40 x 30.50 x 86.40 cm
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BREEZE SIDE TABLE
TA50081

Subtle yet elegant, this four legged wire-brushed 
cerused pine side table is supported by a bevel shaped 
cross section and seen here in our Sea Salt finish.

24 x 28 x 24 in | 61.00 x 71.10 x 61.00 cm

BREEZE COCKTAIL TABLE
TA51057

Expertly handcrafted from wire-brushed cerused pine with a beveled shaped 
cross section, this cocktail table is the perfect accent piece for your living 
room. It also includes a decorative lower shelf for extra storage and display.

54 x 32 x 171/2 in | 137.20 x 81.30 x 44.50 cm
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BREEZE DESK
TA71010

Handcrafted wire-brushed cerused pine in a light and subdued Sea Salt 
finish, the Breeze Desk displays three functional drawers with organic ribbed 
metal knobs in our Dark Sterling finish and a beveled shaped cross section.

60 x 30 x 30 in | 152.40 x 76.20 x 76.20 cm

BREEZE TWO DRAWER CONSOLE TABLE
TA53040

Our Breeze Console Table is crafted from wire-brushed cerused pine and 
coated in our new Sea Salt finish. With a beveled shaped cross section, 
dual drawers and a lower display shelf, this console table represents the 
impeccable craftsmanship of Theodore Alexander.

72 x 14 x 34 in | 182.90 x 35.60 x 86.40 cm
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BREEZE ROUND SIDE TABLE
TA50082

Displayed here in our new Sea Salt Finish, this side table crafted from wire-
brushed cerused pine displays a faceted circular exterior of mitered panels 
with a white limestone top. Seen here with two doors with organic ribbed 
metal bar hardware that lead to additional storage compartments inside.

28 x 28 x 26 in | 71.10 x 71.10 x 66.00 cm
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BREEZE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
TA62003

A necessity for any entertainment area, this four door console of wire-brushed cerused pine in our 
new Sea Salt finish includes four organic ribbed metal bar pulls in the new Dark Sterling finish.

68 x 19 x 30 in | 172.70 x 48.30 x 76.50 cm
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BREEZE DOUBLE PEDESTAL CONSOLE
TA53041

The Breeze Double Pedestal Console table is exquisitely 
crafted from quartered pine highlighted by a double 
pedestal base and decorative tapering supports.

76 x 14 x 34 in | 193.00 x 35.60 x 86.40 cm

BREEZE ETAGERE
TA63006

The perfect place to display your most treasured decor, the Breeze 
Etagere displays an open X brace design with five tapered shelves for 
maximum storage. Seen here in our new Sea Salt finish.

36 x 12 x 76 in | 91.50 x 30.50 x 193.00 cm
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GENERAL

Items included in this Catalog may not be represented in the Theodore Alexander showroom.

Each of the unique items featured in this Catalog are the subject of copyright protection in the United States 
and throughout the world.

Some items in this Catalog may not be available in certain regions or countries.

APPEARANCE

All Theodore Alexander products are manufactured to the highest standards and with the utmost care and 
attention to detail. Whilst we make every effort to accurately reproduce the color of the furniture illustrated, 
differences in texture, grain and color are inherent in all natural woodwork and should be expected as the 
individual characteristics of materials used. Variations in these qualities are not manufacturing defects and will 
not be accepted as such for the purpose of claims. Some changes in color or texture may occur during the life 
cycle of the product, particularly in leather, wood and veneer. 

All exposed surfaces of Theodore Alexander furniture are prepared, sanded and finished, even though at times 
they are not visible. This includes the undersides, the back and the inside of the drawer boxes amongst others.

While our fabrics and leather are sourced from the finest upholstery manufacturers, we are unable to provide a 
guarantee on fabrics or leather, including COM. Theodore Alexander can take no responsibility for wearability 
of fabric and leather or alterations to the fabrics and leather after it has shipped. We recommend the use of a 
professional upholstery dry cleaner in case of soiling or wear.

Items are photographed in studio conditions and the appearance of the actual items may vary from that shown

DIMENSION, SPECIFICATIONS AND STYLE

All dimensions listed are approximate given the hand crafted nature or our product and the variation in fabrics 
used. There may be a difference of up to 2” from listed dimensions.

When giving overall dimensions we may use some rounding. 

Product specifications are not binding and we reserve the right to make changes without notice. Please refer to 
your shipment for final sizes and specifications.

Where descriptions refer to particular historical styles, this does not indicate the product stems from this period 
in any aspect other than in design inspiration.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

We are proud of the unique designs created by our skilled designers and craftsmen. To protect your investments, 
infringements of any proprietary (trademarked, patented, copyrighted or otherwise protected) design or right 
will be pursued to the full extent of the law. We will take legal action against any person and / or company 
that knowingly or unknowingly infringes upon our intellectual property rights. Trademarks, collection names, 
design and design elements in the Catalog may be the subject of pending and issued copyrights, trademark 
registrations and patents.

All images and text contained in this Catalog are the sole property of Theodore Alexander or its subsidiaries and 
may not be used or reproduced in any medium without the expressed written consent of Theodore Alexander.

PRODUCT CARE

To learn more about caring for your furniture, visit our care page on theodorealexander.com
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https://theodorealexander.com/
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https://www.facebook.com/TheoAlex
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/theodore-alexander

